Many technologies for wireless internet are increasing as more and more laptop computers, net books, smart phone and other terminals, which provide wireless network, are created. IEEE 802.11 is computer wireless network technology that used in small area, called wireless LAN or
228 韓國컴퓨터情報學會 論文誌(2011. 12.) Wi-Fi. IEEE 802. 11 is a set of standards for implementing wireless local area network (WLAN) computer communication in the 2. 4, 3.6 and 5 GHz frequency bands. They are created and maintained by the IEEE LAN/MAN Standards Committee (IEEE 802). AP (Access Point) is installed at cafes and public places providing wireless environment. It is more convenient to use wireless internet, however, It can be seen easily around us and possible to communicate with AP. IEEE 802. 11 has many vulnerability, such as packet manipulation and information disclosure, so we should pay more attention when using IEEE 802. 11. Therefore this paper developing monitoring system which can find out AP and Stations that connect with it, and capturing AP' s information to find out vulnerability. This paper suggests monitoring system which traffic analysis in wireless environment.
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